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PREFACE
Introduction
This document provides a high-level overview of Omgeo Central Trade ManagerSM (Omgeo CTM).
It reviews the place of Omgeo CTM in the trade life cycle, matching with counterparty information,
settlement enrichment, notifications, and the benefits of Omgeo CTM. It also provides information
about the technical infrastructure, including the variety of available interfaces and supported methods of
connectivity.

Audience
This document is for Omgeo CTM users. The goal of the document is to help you determine how
Omgeo CTM can meet your business requirements, and fit in your business infrastructure.

Changes in this version
This version includes the following:
•

Adds information about the common view at the end of the Match Agreed status on page 24.

•

Adds the term “common view” to the Glossary.

Related documents and training
For related documents and all documents referenced in this manual, go to www.omgeo.com/
documentation. Omgeo also offers training to clients on how the product works and how to use it.
Course information and a calendar of offerings are available at www.omgeo.com/training.

Questions?
Omgeo’s Client Contact Center (CCC) provides general assistance and technical help. Visit
www.omgeo.com/ServiceCentral to:
•
•
•
•

Enter a service request or check the status of an existing service request
Search our knowledge base
Access our library of documentation
Obtain contact information
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1. OVERVIEW
Introduction
This chapter describes Omgeo CTM and how it works with other Omgeo products.

What is Omgeo CTM?
Omgeo CTM is a strategic, global enterprise platform for managing the trade process from Notice of
Execution (NOE) to pre-settlement. Omgeo CTM provides automated central matching of crossborder debt, equity, futures, options, and repurchase agreement (repo) transactions. For an updated,
complete list of supported asset classes and instruments, see the Asset Class Coverage at
www.omgeo.com/ctm.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the major features of Omgeo CTM, including:
•
•

Enrichment of settlement instruction by using Omgeo ALERTSM.
Multiple notification services to SWIFT, custodians, prime brokers, central counterparties, and
other interested parties who require notification of trade information and settlement instructions.
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Figure 1.1 Omgeo CTM architecture
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Available interfaces
Table 1-1 outlines the Omgeo CTM interface options available to instructing parties, executing
brokers, clearing brokers, and prime brokers.
Table 1-1 Interface options
Interface

Description

Asset Class

Direct XML

A client-side Application Programming Interface (API) for connecting Omgeo
CTM to client systems. The direct XML interface allows clients to exchange XML
messages over HTTP directly with Omgeo CTM. The direct XML interface is
available in three configurations:
• Event-Push—Provides support for clients using the IBM® WebSphere®
Message Queue (MQ) transport layer. MQ enables clients to receive
notifications of pre-defined events as they occur.

All

• XML Batch—Client uses client-side scheduling software (scheduler) to
submit and receive trade data files, which are formatted as eXtensible
Markup Language (XML).
• Query-Response—Client uses the direct XML interface to submit XML
messages. Response messages are based on queries to the direct XML
interface.
Financial Information
eXchange (FIX)

An industry standard protocol for electronic communication of trade-related
messages for equities, debt, and derivative instruments. Clients can use the FIX
interface to send their FIX allocations into Omgeo CTM directly and receive trade
status, financials, and so on.

Debt and equity

Message Translation
Interface (MTI)

A batch interface that enables clients to send and receive files using a commaseparated value (CSV) format. Omgeo CTM translates the CSV format into XML
messages to allow clients to maintain their existing file formats.

All, except repos

Trade Blotter

A web-based interactive interface used for trade submission and exception
processing.

Submission for debt and
equity; all support for
exception processing.

Note This document refers to each field by its XML element. You can usually obtain the generic
name of the field by putting spaces in between the words of an XML element. For example,
the InstructingParty element in XML is the Instructing Party field in the trade blotter.

Interaction with other Omgeo products
As a leader in the efficient community, Omgeo CTM directly links to several other Omgeo products.
These products enhance data validation, provide control over transaction processing, and expedite
same- and next-day affirmation rates.

Omgeo ALERT
Omgeo ALERTSM is the industry’s largest web-based global database for maintaining and
communicating standing settlement instructions (SSIs). ALERT enables a community of investment
managers, executing brokers, and custodian banks to share accurate SSIs automatically worldwide.
Omgeo CTM leverages the ALERT database to build settlement instructions dynamically.
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Interaction with other Omgeo products

Omgeo Connect
Omgeo ConnectSM provides a single point of access for investment managers to interact with Omgeo
services and other best quality post-trade solutions. It enables the trade and settlement management of
multiple asset classes in an Application Service Provider (ASP) environment.
Omgeo Connect provides the following capabilities:
•
•
•
•

Bilateral communication with Omgeo CTM
Flexible connectivity options including extranet providers and direct leased lines
SSI enrichment functionality and integration with the Omgeo CTM and Omgeo ALERT link
Use of WebSphere MQ to communicate using inbound and outbound channels

For more information, see www.omgeo.com/connect.

Omgeo Benchmarks
Omgeo BenchmarksSM provides the tools to monitor and analyze your own operational performance
against industry standards, as well as to monitor counterparty timeliness and performance.
Omgeo Benchmark is comprised of the following:
•
•
•

Trade Analytics tool
Peer-to-Peer Scorecard
Business Intelligence component

Omgeo Benchmarks provides the following capabilities:
•
•
•
•
•

Rolling Period Report to view the analysis of trends
Comparison for a particular counterparty against up to 15 other counterparties
View broker/dealers at three hierarchical levels: World Wide, Country Specific, and Acronym
View metrics to measure same-day booking and block-to-affirmation times
View individual counterparty timeliness and efficiency in each of the markets in which they trade

For more information, see www.omgeo.com/benchmarks.
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2. FEATURES
Introduction
This chapter describes key Omgeo CTM features.

Basic terms
These basic terms are used throughout this document (see the “Glossary” for a general list).
In Omgeo CTM, trade components is a generic term that refers to both blocks and allocations/
confirmations as described in Table 2-1:
Table 2-1 Definition of trade components
Component

Definition

TradeLevel (block)

An order for many shares or contracts, sold in a lump sum. A TradeLevel represents data that are common
to the underlying allocations. An investment manager or executing broker can send a TradeLevel into Omgeo
CTM.

TradeDetail (allocation or The designation of a portion of the shares of a block to the account of a specific investment. It is also
confirmation/contract)
equivalent to a confirmation or contract that an executing broker submits.

Each party involved in a trade is considered a trade side.Table 2-2 defines the parties involved in a trade.
Table 2-2 Parties in a trade
Party

Refers to

Investment manager

The buy side of a trade, which is equivalent to a hedge fund manager, instructing party, or orderer.

Executing broker

The sell side of a trade, which is equivalent to a broker/dealer, executing party, or executor.

Clearing broker

The entity that clears derivative positions. It can also be the executing broker in a trade or a separate
organization.

Prime broker

The prime broker approves, cancels, rejects, or stops notifications to the European Central Counterparty
(EuroCCP), or any other central counterparty linked to an investment manager.

In this Product Overview, the term you refers to the instructing party and executing broker in a trade,
unless otherwise noted.

Before you submit trades
Before you submit trades to Omgeo CTM, work with your Omgeo Account Representative and
Integration Consultant to establish the following information in Omgeo’s proprietary database:
•
•

Your organization and all identifiers including the family, name, ID, type, time zone, country,
on-behalf-of status, and other details.
Your subscriptions and options in accordance with your business requirements.
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•
•
•

Your users and the roles they require, including your product administrator, user names,
permissions, passwords, and other details.
Your trade enrichment process, event profile, factor profile, and other information including asset
classes, currencies, geographic settlement, and trade locations.
Investment managers can also set up:
•
•

Level 2 (L2) matching profiles to specify the counterparty fields they want to match on and
the acceptable tolerances.
Broker matching groups, which logically batches executing brokers into units.

This setup, together with the information you and your counterparty provide on trade components,
determines how your trades progress through Omgeo CTM.

Trade submission
The parties to a trade enter all required data and all optional data, including the L2 matching fields that
the investment manager has selected. Omgeo CTM matches on both the block trade (TradeLevel or
final NOE) and the allocations/confirmations (TradeDetails) information. Omgeo CTM clients can
submit TradeLevel information before TradeDetails or the other way around. Clients can submit trade
components as soon as they are available, regardless of when their counterparties submit information.
Additionally, Omgeo CTM clients can submit TradeDetails without a TradeLevel. When entering
TradeDetails, indicate whether you intend to submit a TradeLevel:
•
•

If you intend to submit a TradeLevel, Omgeo CTM waits for it to arrive before completing
processing for that trade side.
If you do not intend to submit a TradeLevel, Omgeo CTM creates a TradeLevel (an Omgeo
CTM-generated TradeLevel) and continues processing the trade.

Settlement enrichment and cross-referencing
You can choose to enrich trade components with settlement instructions and account information in
either of the following ways:
•
•

Using an Omgeo ALERT subscription
Manually supplying settlement instructions in trade component fields

Enrichment of Broker Internal Account (BIA) numbers
Enrichment of Broker Internal Account (BIA) numbers occurs only under the following conditions:
•
•
•
•

Both parties to the trade subscribe to ALERT
The broker/dealer subscribes to BIA Enrichment
The investment manager has an account set up in ALERT
The broker/dealer cross-references its BIA to an investment manager’s Access Code in ALERT.

When the investment manager submits a trade under these conditions, Omgeo CTM can:
•
•

Retrieve up to ten BIAs
Add the retrieved BIAs to the investment manager’s allocation
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Settlement enrichment and cross-referencing

Settlement instruction re-enrichment
Amending an L1-paired TradeLevel requires the amended TradeLevel to go through L1 pairing again.
Once pairing occurs, how settlement instructions are re-enriched depends on how they were originally
enriched:
•
•

If Omgeo CTM enriched the components with ALERT, Omgeo CTM re-enriches them
automatically.
If you enriched the components manually, re-enrich them manually.

Security identifier cross-referencing
Omgeo CTM cross-references for security codes on debt and equity instruments. For example, you can
use a CUSIP to represent a security and your counterparty can use as ISIN. If the underlying security is
the same, Omgeo CTM matches on the field (Figure 2.1).
Investment Manager

Broker/Dealer

1

2

3

Figure 2.1 Security identifier cross-referencing
Table 2-3 outlines the steps in Figure 2.1.
Table 2-3 Security identifier cross-referencing
Step

Description

1

Investment manager and broker/dealer create trades with information about the type of financial instrument, security code,
and numbering agency/country code.

2

Omgeo CTM accepts the CUSIP security code from the investment manager and ISIN security code from the broker/dealer.

3

Omgeo CTM cross-references the security identifiers with the corresponding security codes and the trade progresses to
MATCH AGREED. Figure 2.1 shows the Block Information panel from the investment manager’s point of view.
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Notification services
Table 2-4 describes the optional notification services that Omgeo CTM offers investment managers and
their designees:
Table 2-4 Optional notification services
Notification Omgeo CTM-Constructed Message Format
Service

Example

Trade
Notification

The following formats provide parties that the investment manager chooses with
information about a trade that reaches MATCH AGREED or CANCEL MATCH AGREED:
• An XML-based ClientConfirmationNotification message (optionally sent over MQ)
• CSV-formatted files delivered over SFTP

Omgeo CTM sends a
ClientConfirmationNotification
to a third party, such as a prime
broker, (ThirdPartyToTrade)
for a MATCH AGREED trade.

Central
Counterparty
(CCP)
Notification

A third party, such as a prime broker, can send the following types of messages. These
messages accept, cancel, reject, or stop a trade notification to a CCP:
• XML-based NotificationAction message (optionally sent over MQ)
• Trade blotter action from the CCP Notification view

A prime broker sends a
EuroCCP NotificationAction
that accepts TradeDetail
information for a trade that
nets at Euro CCP.

Note: A EuroCCP Notification results in a series of message exchanges between
Omgeo CTM and EuroCCP only. Trade parties and third parties are not included in the
exchanges. A EuroCCP Notification copy is available using from the CCP Notification
view in the trade blotter.

Omgeo CTM sends an MT543 to
CDSX for a MATCH AGREED
TradeDetail.

Depository
Notification

The following formats provide settlement instructions and acknowledgment to
depositories:
• SWIFT MT541 or MT543, and MT548
• CSV-formatted message delivered over SFTP

Copy for
Information

Copy for Information is a Trade blotter view of limited, read-only trade data. Interested The trade blotter of Omgeo
parties can print or export this data to PDF and Excel.
CTM provides information for
MATCH AGREED TradeDetails.

Settlement
Notification

The following formats provide settlement details and acknowledgment to active
participants and interested third parties:
• SWIFT MT541 or MT543
• CSV-formatted delivered over SFTP
Omgeo CTM offers an optional Enhanced Settlement Notification (Enhanced SN)
subscription to investment managers for debt and equity trades. With Enhanced SN,
Omgeo CTM provides the following:
• Automatic creation and transmission of settlement notifications.
• Automatic creation with manual transmission of settlement notifications. By
holding settlement details for manual release, investment managers can preview
the message before release.
• Manual override of release settings on an allocation-by-allocation basis.
• Release of individual TradeDetails to settlement notification as follows:
• At pre-MAGR when trading with Omgeo CTM and non-Omgeo CTM broker/
dealers
• When an entire trade side is MATCH AGREED
Depending on the status of a notification, investment managers can inquire on, amend,
stop, or cancel a settlement notification. See the Trade Blotter Reference: Settlement
Notification for details.
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Omgeo CTM sends an MT541
and MT543 automatically to a
custodian on behalf of an
investment manager when a
trade reaches MATCH AGREED.

Direct links to clearing houses and depositories

Direct links to clearing houses and depositories
Omgeo CTM provides direct connections to the following entities:
•
•
•

Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTCC)
European Central Counterparty (EuroCCP)
Canadian Depository for Securities (CDSX)

Omgeo CTM link to EuroCCP
Instructing parties, executing brokers, and prime brokers can use Omgeo CTM as a matching,
approval, and notification utility for trades that net at EuroCCP.
Figure 2.2 shows the workflow that Omgeo CTM provides for trades that net at EuroCCP.
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Figure 2.2 Omgeo CTM link to EuroCCP
The following describes each corresponding step in Figure 2.2.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A EuroCCP-eligible trade reaches MATCH AGREED (MAGR).
The prime broker learns about the EuroCCP trade.
The prime broker approves the EuroCCP notification.
Omgeo CTM sends a EuroCCP notification containing the prime broker approval to EuroCCP.
EuroCCP accepts the EuroCCP notification.
Omgeo CTM sends EuroCCP an End-Of-Day (Good Night) message.
EuroCCP sends Omgeo CTM an End-Of-Day (Confirm) message.
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Omgeo CTM link to CDSX
Omgeo CTM matches a trade between an investment manager and executing broker early in the
process. As a result, CDSX considers a trade confirmed when it receives the trade from Omgeo CTM.
This capability streamlines several steps in the settlement process, specifically the steps in the area below
the horizontal dotted line in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 Life cycle of a trade incorporating CDSX
The following describes each corresponding step in Figure 2.3.
1. Omgeo CTM sends the MATCH AGREED trade to CDSX. The executing broker does not send
the trade information, but must record the transaction and suppress the reporting to CDSX.
Executing brokers who use the services of a vendor or service bureau must also determine how to
prevent incidences of duplicate trade reporting to CDSX.
2. CDSX accepted or rejected the trade to Omgeo CTM. Omgeo CTM displays the status to the
investment manager using the direct XML interface or the trade blotter.
3. CDSX sends a notification of the trade to the custodian and the executing broker or third-party
service provider with the following settings:
•
•

Status set to Confirmed. Because the Status is set to Confirmed, the custodian is not required
to affirm the trade.
Settlement Control Indicator set to No (manual release) for the custodian.
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Direct links to clearing houses and depositories
4. The custodian is required to send a release or manually release the trade for settlement because the
Settlement Control Indicator is set to No. Trades cannot automatically settle.
5. Once settled, CDSX sends both parties a settlement notification message, a ledger update message,
and day-end files with settlement information. Any other participants who use the services of a
vendor or service bureau can automatically have the settlement information sent to them.
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3. CENTRAL MATCHING
Introduction
This chapter outlines the Omgeo CTM two-level central matching process, comprised of:
•
•

Level 1 (L1) pairing
Level 2 (L2) matching

Level 1 pairing
L1 pairing identifies the basic core financials of the trade that, most likely, represent the two sides of a
trade. All L1 components must pair before proceeding to L2 matching. L1 pairing compares a
mandatory minimum set of critical data fields.

L1 pairing fields for TradeLevels and TradeDetails
Table 3-1 lists the L1 pairing fields for both trade components and all asset classes.
Table 3-1 TradeLevel L1 pairing fields
TradeLevel / TradeLevelDerivative XML Element Name
BuySellIndicator
DealPrice—DealPrice is not a default L1 pairing field. Omgeo CTM uses this field as a tie-breaker.
ExecutingBroker—Omgeo CTM supports broker matching groups (BRMGs), which typically represent more than one region that a
brokerage covers.
InstructingParty
QuantityOfTheBlockTrade
SecurityCode—SecurityCode is a normalized value. Omgeo CTM cross-references and pairs it with the preferred identifier of your
counterparty. Even if the identifiers are different, they are eligible for match during L1 pairing.
TradeDateTime—Omgeo CTM pairs on the date component of TradeDateTime only.
TradeDetail / TradeDetailDerivative XML Element Name
AccountID
QuantityAllocated—QuantityAllocated is not a default L1 pairing field. Omgeo CTM uses this field as a tie-breaker.

Level 2 matching
Level 2 (L2) matching insures that selected fields, such as trade amounts and broker commissions, are
within the tolerance the investment manager has specified. L2 matching enables investment managers
to customize the matching process to meet their business needs. They select the fields to match from
the list of eligible L2 matching fields and decide the matching rules and tolerances for each field.
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L2 matching profile criteria
Table 3-2 describes the available L2 matching profile criteria.
Table 3-2 L2 matching profile criteria
Code
EXCT
MNMX
NUFM
PTOL
PTMX

Example of how a matching rule works for DealPrice
If investment manager submits $100... Executing broker must provide...
Exact match
Exact=$100
$100.00
Minimum and maximum values Minimum=$5.00
Any value between $95.00 and $105.00
Maximum=$5.00
Not used for matching
Not used
Any value-no restrictions apply
Percent tolerance
Percent tolerance=6%
Any value between $94.00 and $106.00
Percent tolerance with
Percent tolerance=3%
Any value between $97.00 and $110.00
maximum value
Maximum value=$110.00
Description

L2 matching profile types
Before matching can occur, investment managers must decide on the criteria to use for matching their
trade data with the data of their counterparties. A matching profile is a set of criteria and tolerances used to
identify correctly matched data for L2 matching.
See L1 Pairing and L2 Matching: Questions and Answers in the Data Reference section of
www.omgeo.com/documentation/ctm for extensive information about L2 matching profiles, criteria,
tolerances, and other information.
Table 3-3 describes the three types of L2 matching profiles.
Table 3-3 Types of L2 matching profiles
Type of L2
Matching Profile

Description

Named

Named matching profiles offer the greatest flexibility. Investment managers can create Level 2 (L2) matching
profiles for each counterparty, various settlement locations, or specific security types. There is no limit on the
number of matching profiles. The matching process always looks for a named profile first. If Omgeo CTM does
not find a named matching profile, the matching process then tries to find a currency-specific L2 matching profile
for the trade.

Currency-specific

These matching profiles indicate the rules and tolerances for particular currencies.
If the trade does not name a matching profile, Omgeo CTM uses the currency-specific matching profile.

Default

Omgeo CTM uses a default L2 matching profile for the security type when there is not a named or currencyspecific matching profile. Clients establish a default L2 matching profile for each asset class they process. The
default matching profiles are named:
• Debt-Default
• Equity-Default
• Futures-Default
• Options-Default

L2 matching fields for trade components
See L1 Pairing and L2 Matching: Questions and Answers for a list of all L2 matching fields.
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Trade component and trade side status types

L2 fields same value indicator
The L2 Fields Same Value Indicator subscription enables instructing parties to:
•

Receive a flag for every eligible L2 matching field for a TradeLevel and TradeDetail in an
InfoSettlementReponse message.

•

Determine if their L2 matching values are different from the values the executing broker
provided.
Reconcile trades in their internal systems (OMS/PMS).

•

Trade component and trade side status types
Various trade statuses can apply to an individual component or the entire trade side. By viewing these
match statuses, you can quickly determine if further information is required, an exception needs
processing, or TradeDetails are ready for settlement.
When you submit a trade, Omgeo CTM automatically assigns three types of trade statuses:
1. Match status applies to each trade component (TradeDetail and TradeLevel)
2. Complete status applies to each trade side
3. Match Agreed status applies to both trade sides
As a trade progresses and trade data changes, each of these status values changes to reflect the updates.
Each of these status values also has a time limit. When a status value exceeds its time limit, Omgeo
CTM generates a timer exception to remind you to review the value.

Match status
The Match status category defines the state of a trade component. Table 3-4 lists the Match status
values.
Table 3-4 Match status values and definitions
Match Status Value

Code

Description

CANCEL AGREED

CANA

A counterparty agrees to cancel a request after the trade is MATCH AGREED. All components of
a CANCEL AGREED trade side are set to CANCEL AGREED status.

CANCELED

CAND

One party withdraws from the trade before it is MATCH AGREED. Canceling a TradeLevel cancels
all TradeDetails.

COUNTERPARTY CANCEL
REJECTED

CCRJ

Your counterparty does not agree to your cancel request after the trade side is MATCH AGREED.

COUNTERPARTY CANCEL
REQUESTED

CCRQ

Your counterparty wishes to withdraw from the trade after the trade side is MATCH AGREED.

CANCEL REJECTED

CREJ

You rejected a cancelation request.

CANCEL REQUESTED

CREQ

You wish to cancel a component (TradeLevel or TradeDetail) of the trade.

DISQUALIFIED
(TradeDetails only)

DISQ

The trade component failed certain validations, such as submitting a TradeDetail on a MATCH
AGREED trade. It can be replaced or canceled.

INELIGIBLE FOR
MATCHING

ILFM

Ineligible for matching (dependent allocation in an omnibus block settlement).

MATCHED

MACH

All necessary L1 and L2 trade components are present and pair/match.

MISMATCHED

MISM

The trade has all matching L1 values, but fails to match on all L2 values.

UNMATCHED

NMAT

Your counterparty has not submitted the required corresponding L1 data for matching.
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Table 3-4 Match status values and definitions (Continued)
Match Status Value

Code

Description

PENDING
(TradeLevels only)

PEND

A TradeLevel is waiting to be completed. The Match status of PENDING is applied in three
circumstances:
• A trade side that uses an Omgeo CTM-generated TradeLevel is NOT COMPLETE.
• A party indicates on a TradeDetail message that it intends to submit a TradeLevel
(TradeLevelExpected=Y), but has not yet sent the message. If the counterparty submits
its trade to Omgeo CTM and it pairs with this TradeDetail, the TradeLevel is PENDING.
The trade side is NOT COMPLETE until the party submits the TradeLevel.
• A party submits a TradeLevel (either a new one or a replacement) that pairs with the
TradeLevel of a counterparty of PENDING status.
In all cases, a Match status of PENDING implies that:
• L1 matching fields have matched
• L2 matching fields other than the calculated fields have matched
When Omgeo CTM determines that an L2 field does not match, the Match status becomes
MISMATCHED.

Complete status
Table 3-5 describes the Complete status.
Table 3-5 Complete status values and definitions
Complete Status Value

Code

Description

COMPLETE

COMP

If the trade side meets both the following conditions, it is COMPLETE:
• The sum of the QuantityAllocated field on the TradeDetails (for all TradeDetails not
CANCELED and not DISQUALIFIED) equals the value of the QuantityOfTheBlockTrade
field.
• Omgeo CTM expected to receive a TradeLevel (TradeLevelExpected=Y) and has
received it.

NOT COMPLETE

INCP

If the trade side meets either of the following conditions, it is NOT COMPLETE:
• The sum of the QuantityAllocated field on the TradeDetails (for all TradeDetails not
canceled) does not equal the value of the QuantityOfTheBlockTrade field.
• A TradeLevel for the trade side is expected but not received.

Match Agreed status
Ultimately, you want your trades to reach MATCH AGREED. This status means:
•
•
•

The trade components are MATCHED status.
Both trade sides are COMPLETE.
There are no open fatal errors.

Table 3-6 lists the Match Agreed status values.
Table 3-6 Match Agreed status values and definitions
Match Agreed Status Value

Code

Description

MATCH AGREED

MAGR

The matching process is COMPLETE and the trade side is ready for settlement.

NOT MATCH AGREED

NMAG

Either the TradeLevel and TradeDetail are not MATCHED or are NOT COMPLETE, or a
fatal error exists.

CANCEL MATCH AGREED

CMAG

Both parties involved in the trade have agreed to cancel the trade. No further action can
occur on a trade side in this state.
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Central matching example
The common view reflects the final, matched values of a MATCH AGREED trade. To arrive at these
final matched values, Omgeo CTM implements the common view rule detailed in section, “ Rules for
TradeLevel and TradeDetail common views” in the XML Message Specification: Debt/Equity and
Common Messages.
These rules apply for both non-matching values and values that match within the investment manager’s
tolerances.

Central matching example
The following is a brief example of how the Omgeo CTM central matching process works.
1. An investment manager or executing broker initiates a trade using an internal system. The party that
ordered the block submits the trade allocation and trade information as it is available.
2. Omgeo CTM accepts trade messages that pass validation.
3. Omgeo CTM assigns three separate statuses to a submitted trade: a Match status, a Complete status,
and a Match Agreed status. update the various status values.
All status values have timers. If a trade component or a TradeLevel stays in a particular status
beyond an acceptable time, Omgeo CTM generates a timer exception.
4. Once all the proper data fields match within the tolerances and requirements defined in the matching
profile, the following conditions apply:
• The trade components are MATCHED
• The trade side is COMPLETE
• The trade becomes MATCH AGREED and is ready for settlement
When the L2 fields match the fields of a counterparty, Omgeo CTM assigns the trade component a
MATCHED status as shown in Figure 3.1.
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There is no matching on time (TradeDateTime). Matching is done on TradeDate and the matching
rule is exact. SecurityIdentifier values get normalized. See “Security ID Cross-Referencing” on page
36. DealPrice (Price on the trade blotter) is available as an optional L1 pairing field for investment
managers only.
See Figure 3.2 for an example of an UNMATCHED status, which indicates one of the following:
•
•

One or more L1 pairing fields do not pair the trade of a counterparty.
Omgeo CTM has received a trade component but cannot locate the matching trade component
of the counterparty. In Figure 3.2, see Price where 50.00 is outside the match tolerance for that
field.

Omgeo CTM makes additional attempts to match whenever either of the following conditions can
occur:
•
•

The receipt of trade amendments
The submission of a new trade from a counterparty whose trade side is missing
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Figure 3.2 UNMATCHED status

Exception processing
Once Omgeo CTM receives a trade component, further intervention by either counterparty is only
necessary if the trade triggers an exception. When an exception occurs, Omgeo CTM flags the
exception for retrieval by the trading partners. The trading partners can then take appropriate action
through the client application interface.
When a trading party receives an exception, a party can respond with one of the following actions:
•

•

Amending a trade. Either counterparty can amend L1 and L2 data from the user interface or
through direct messaging. All block and allocation fields that are critical to central matching can be
amended.
Canceling a trade. Either counterparty can cancel a block or an allocation (confirmation) at any
time before a trade reaches MATCH AGREED status. Once a trade becomes MATCH
AGREED, bilateral agreement is required to break (or cancel) the trade.
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Exception processing
•

•

•

Rejecting a trade. Either party can reject a block or allocation (confirmation) that is in
UNMATCHED or MISMATCHED status. Counterparties can submit a rejection as soon as they
notice the disagreement; they do not have to wait for an exception status.
Forcing a pair. An investment manager can select a TradeLevel on either side of a trade and
perform a near pair query. A near pair query returns potential pair candidates for the currently
selected TradeLevel. The investment manager can then:
a. Filter and sort the results.
b. Select one of the pair candidates.
c. Force-pair the selection with the trade on which the investment manager performed the near
pair query.
By force-pairing two TradeLevels, an investment manager accepts its counterparty’s L1 field values
that are mispaired with the values on its side of the trade. The only exception is when the
IdentificationOfASecurity values differ. In this situation, Omgeo CTM pairs the TradeLevels
without changing this value on the investment manager’s side of the trade.
Forcing a match. An investment manager can force a match between:
• A paired TradeLevel
• Two or more paired TradeDetails
• A combination of trade components that have a MISMATCHED status
Forcing a match accepts L2 field values.

To research the history of a trade to satisfy a counterparty or an internal audit, you can use an Omgeo
CTM message history component. You can then print the trade in accordance with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) Rule 10b-10.
Note

For definitions of the fields listed in this chapter, see the Data Dictionary.
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4. BENEFITS
Introduction
This chapter describes the benefits of using Omgeo CTM. The overall benefit is that Omgeo CTM
processes trades faster and more reliably because it removes the need for manual intervention and allows
exception processing. Additional benefits include flexibility, reliability, and scalability.

Manage trades with Omgeo CTM
Investment managers, broker/dealers, custodian banks, and interested parties require a scalable, reliable
infrastructure to manage trade processing. Omgeo CTM offers a complete, real-time solution that
enables investment managers and broker/dealers to manage trades more efficiently and effectively.
Omgeo CTM provides transaction processing for all of the following asset classes within one central
matching system:
•
•
•
•

Equity
Debt
Futures
Options

•

Repurchase agreements (repos)

Omgeo CTM enables investment managers and broker/dealers to identify exceptions or breaks in trade
flow. Identifying exceptions and breaks helps trading partners to assess their positions and margin so
that they can achieve same or next day settlement.

Investment managers
Omgeo CTM addresses the business requirements of investment managers, asset managers, hedge
funds, and investment-manager outsourcers by providing the following:
•
•
•

A web-based trade blotter that offers access to Omgeo CTM from anywhere.
Management of the data flow and message translation between investment managers and broker/
dealers who use Omgeo CTM.
Highly secure, scalable, and automated processes for:
• Central matching
• Enrichment from settlement information sources that are centralized
• Settlement notification (including pre-MAGR)
• Third-party messaging
Refer to Chapter 3 for a description of the matching capabilities of Omgeo CTM.
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•

Exception resolution by using:

•

• Force pair
• Force match
• Amend
• Cancel
• Reject
Refer to the section “Exception processing” on page 26 for more information about force pair and
force match.
Management of trades at any time, since Omgeo CTM provides a multi-office, multi-time zone
functionality.
Broker matching groups, which consist of a list executing broker/dealers that can be used in the
matching process. When an investment manager alleges a trade, matching can occur with any
broker/dealer in the broker/dealer matching group.
The re-enrichment of blocks, allocations, and confirms with Standing Settlement Instructions
(SSIs) when amends are made to messages.
For outsourcers, the ability to log in on behalf of multiple underlying clients.
Matching on Settlement Amount, as distinct Trade Amount.

•

•
•
•

Broker/dealers (including executing and clearing brokers)
Omgeo CTM addresses the business requirements of broker/dealers by providing the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A web-based trade blotter that offers access to Omgeo CTM from anywhere.
Management of data flow and message translation between investment managers and broker/
dealers who use Omgeo CTM .
One common platform where investment managers and broker/dealers can interact in both
domestic and cross-border markets.
Ability to trade in all markets and asset classes that Omgeo CTM currently supports, and those
asset classes planned for future expansion.
Use of the newest technology.
A flexible, scalable solution that enables broker/dealers to remain competitive in the marketplace.
Amendment to TradeLevels and TradeDetails (confirms) without an investment manager first
rejecting them.
Amendment to the AccountID of a trade.
Rejection of blocks and allocations that investment managers send.

Prime brokers
Omgeo CTM provides prime brokers, as designees of instructing parties, with the ability to:
•
•
•

Review outstanding notifications that require their action.
Approve, cancel, reject, and stop notifications to a CCP (including EuroCCP).
Receive information about trades that are new or Canceled.
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Maximize same day affirmation

Custodian banks and interested third parties
Omgeo CTM addresses the business requirements of custodian banks and other interested parties by
providing the following:
•
•
•
•

Receipt of settlement notification at pre-MAGR or MATCH AGREED (MAGR).
Reduction of fax and proprietary communication costs and potential settlement failure through
SWIFT and elimination of keystroke errors through reliance on Omgeo ALERT SSIs.
Identification of trade counterparties using BICs in Omgeo CTM messages.
Receipt of SWIFT or CSV settlement notification messages as early as trade date.

Maximize same day affirmation
Omgeo CTM is a state-of-the-art same day affirmation (SDA) solution that addresses requirements for
post-trade, pre-settlement processing. Omgeo CTM maximizes processing efficiency by:
•
•
•
•

Reducing manual intervention
Increasing automation and accuracy
Improving the security of transactions and productivity
Handling both cross-border and non-US domestic trades

Omgeo ALERT reduces trade failures
Omgeo ALERT is the industry’s largest global database for maintaining and communicating standing
SSIs. Omgeo ALERT significantly reduces trade failure by enabling a community of investment
managers, broker/dealers, and custodian banks to share accurate SSIs automatically worldwide. Omgeo
ALERT does the following for debt and equity trades:
•
•
•

Links to Omgeo CTM and enriches Omgeo CTM trade information automatically with SSI data.
Connects clients to the world’s largest community of SSI database subscribers automatically.
Keeps pace with ever-changing industry standards and practices.

Omgeo CTM provides a customizable way of centrally matching debt and equity trade sides between
counterparties in a highly secure and scalable environment. This integrated solution offers real-time
settlement instruction enrichment and settlement notification (also referred to as third-party
notification) messaging:
•
•
•
•

Investment managers can standardize communications to reduce costs and eliminate errors and
delays.
Broker/dealers can reduce costs associated with message communications and failures.
Settlement agents can reduce settlement failures, faxes, and proprietary communications.
Automated settlement notification and third-party notification messages through SWIFT and CSV
are optional features.

For more information on settlement enrichment and settlement notification, see Chapter 2.
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Increase productivity
When trading partners send allocations to Omgeo CTM and they become centrally matched, the
following results occur:
•
•
•

Reduce operating costs and trade failures.
Increase same day affirmation rates.
Utilize human resources more effectively.

Convenient implementation
Your representative or relationship manager can help identify the best option for implementing Omgeo
CTM as quickly and efficiently as possible. New tools, file formats, and message protocols minimize the
resources required to implement basic Omgeo CTM functionality.

Outsourcing accommodation
Increasingly, investment managers rely on outsourcing to address back-office administration and
processing. Outsourcing enables investment managers to concentrate on their core business. To address
the growing need for outsourcing, Omgeo CTM provides on-behalf-of authorizations to individuals
and organizations.
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5. INFRASTRUCTURE
Introduction
This chapter the support structure for Omgeo CTM, including product management and
administration, connectivity, and security features.

Organizational administration and management
Omgeo product administrators use the Omgeo proprietary administration system to set up client
information and preferences for on-behalf-of clients.
Note The term on-behalf-of applies to outsourcers who manage Omgeo CTM transactions for
clients and organizations that distribute work among multiple branches, units, and so on.
Omgeo product administrators can:
•
•
•
•
•

Create, change, and search organizations within a family
Manage organizational information, including hierarchies and identifiers
Modify client subscriptions to Omgeo CTM services and view subscription history
Assign user IDs, passwords, roles, and access to various subscriptions and services
Grant on-behalf-of rights to organizations and users

Organizations can also grant on-behalf-of rights to individuals and organizations outside the parent
organization. On-behalf-of access permits service bureau-type business relationships within Omgeo
CTM and allows other organizations in a different organizational family to view or complete trades.
On-behalf-of relationships are restricted to the grantor and grantee organizations. The rights do not
travel across multiple relationships.

Certified Omgeo Partner Program
Omgeo partners with a broad range of technology and service providers around the globe to simplify
access to Omgeo CTM. By leveraging certified Omgeo Partners, clients easily gain access to Omgeo
CTM through pre-integrated interfaces. To view the Omgeo Partner Directory, visit
www.omgeo.com/partners.
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Connectivity
Clients can connect to the Omgeo CTM host in the following ways:
•
•
•

Leased lines
Private network connections (extranets)
Internet

With these options, clients can choose whether to leverage the convenience of their current network
infrastructure or establish new links to Omgeo CTM.
We recommend that you leverage your existing network connection for a faster, more efficient
implementation. However, you can use any of these connectivity options to communicate with Omgeo
CTM, as long as they:
•
•

Are TCP/IP compatible
Meet the 128-Kbps minimum line-size requirement

Leased lines
Omgeo offers connectivity through leased lines. Like extranets, leased lines provide a real-time
connection to the Omgeo CTM host. This connection enables clients to:
•
•
•
•

Send data as soon as it is available
Obtain rapid responses for validation errors
Promptly receive data from counterparties
Reduce the risk inherent in delays

Leased lines provide the following benefits:
•

Leverage of the client’s existing network to connect to Omgeo CTM

•

Fully managed network implementation and support in collaboration with Omgeo

•

Highly dedicated bandwidth to Omgeo CTM

•
•

Multiple levels of resilience through end-to-end management of the network
Enhanced security and data privacy through physical isolation of traffic

Private networks
Omgeo has partnered with private network providers that design and build private networks (extranets)
specifically to support the financial industry. Unlike internet service providers, these private network
providers:
•
•

Are attuned to the special needs of financial clients
Provide trusted connections to the world’s leading financial institutions

Omgeo CTM can be accessed through several private network suppliers. These network suppliers
provide the following capabilities:
•
•

An IP-based network designed specifically for the transportation of mission-critical financial
transactions
Turnkey network installations that the private network provider fully manages, if necessary
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Security features
•
•
•
•
•

Extensive coverage around the globe
A direct link to Omgeo CTM
Consolidated access to a broad range of applications through a single connection
High performance when shared with other applications
End-to-end service-level agreements with continuous global customer support

Internet
The internet provides a cost-effective solution for connecting to the Omgeo CTM host while
eliminating the following:
•
•

The cost and set-up time associated with leased lines
Other network infrastructure issues that complicate or delay establishing connectivity

The internet provides the following capabilities:
•
•
•
•
•

Accessibility from anywhere in the world
Access to a broad range of applications through a single connection, at considerable cost-savings
over a dedicated network
Accelerated connectivity, because most clients are likely to have an existing internet connection
The availability of a Business Recovery Program (BRP) and disaster recovery site at minimal cost
A greater level of control because clients can manage connections with their trading parties
directly

Security features
Omgeo CTM contains multiple security features to protect trade data.

Architecture
Omgeo CTM employs a multi-tiered security architecture for connectivity and firewall protection.
The platform includes protocols for securing host-to-host connectivity between Omgeo CTM and its
clients.
Internal and external firewall protection resides on redundant servers. A built-in security module allows
Omgeo administrators to customize roles, responsibilities, and user profiles, and to define authorizations
of actions on behalf of clients.

Data retention
Omgeo stores all message, transaction, and non-transaction events for ten years.
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Omgeo Business Continuity Program
Multiple alternate facilities backup Omgeo’s primary production facilities. These alternate facilities
include out-of-region capabilities for most of our services. Omgeo regularly tests procedures to transfer
operations from primary to alternate facilities to ensure that our staff is trained and facilities are up-todate. When one of the primary production facilities is rendered inoperable, fail over reroutes traffic to
an alternate facility, minimizing downtime for clients.
Note

For more information about BCM, see www.omgeo.com/bcm.
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A. CHOOSING
INTERFACE

THE

RIGHT OMGEO CTM

Introduction
This appendix contains resources to select the correct Omgeo CTM product, based on your business
requirements.

Assess your business requirements
Omgeo CTM offers various implementation options to fit your trade processing, business, and system
needs. Choosing the appropriate interface for your needs involves answering a few key questions:
•

What are your trade processing volumes per month? Omgeo CTM supports clients of all
sizes, from lower trade processing volumes through to the highest volumes.

•

How much of your business is cross-border? Omgeo CTM provides one solution for your
cross-border and non-US domestic trade flows.

•

How do you perform matching today? Omgeo CTM streamlines the matching process to
identify any match breaks, enabling you achieve same- and next-day settlement.

Think about your responses to these questions. Then, consult the tables in this chapter to help identify
the Omgeo CTM interface appropriate for your trade processing needs.
Note This document provides high-level guidelines rather than definitive rules for choosing the
interface that best meets your trade submission processing, exception, and system needs. For
a specific recommendation, contact your Omgeo Account Representative.
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Appendix A. Choosing the Right Omgeo CTM Interface
Table A-1 describes the available Omgeo CTM interfaces for the two basic business requirements,
handling exceptions and submitting trades.
Table A-1 Omgeo CTM interface descriptions
Business
Requirement

Omgeo CTM Interface

Description

Exception
Handling

Custom trade blotter

Client or vendor designs a customized trade blotter to manage exceptions.

Omgeo CTM trade blotter

Client uses Omgeo CTM trade blotter to manage exceptions.

Direct XML query-response

Client uses the direct XML interface to submit XML messages. Response
messages are based on queries to the direct XML interface.

Direct XML event-push
(broker/dealers only)

Client uses the direct XML interface and IBM WebSphere Message Queue
(MQ) to submit. Predefined events trigger Omgeo CTM to push messages
automatically to client and interested parties when events occur.

Direct XML batch
(investment managers only)

Client uses a client-side scheduling software (scheduler) to submit and
receive trade data files, which are formatted as eXtensible Markup
Language (XML).

Trade
Submission

FIX (Financial eXchange Interface)

Client uses FIX to submit and receive FIX messages.

MTI (Message Translation Interface)

Client uses the scheduler to submit and receive trade data files, which are
formatted as comma-separated value (CSV).

Trade blotter

Client uses the trade blotter to enter trades manually.

Buy side—interface quick reference
This section matches business requirements to Omgeo CTM interface options for buy side clients, such
as investment managers and hedge fund managers. Table A-2 describes the exception-handling
interfaces available to the buy side.
Table A-2 Buy side—exception handling interface options
Recommended Interfaces
Business Requirements

Omgeo CTM Trade
Blotter

Processing more than 20,000 trades per month

Trade
Volumes

*

Processing 5,000-20,000 trades per month

*

Processing 1,000-5,000 trades per month

*

Processing up to 1,000 trades per month

*

Managing more than 500 exceptions per day

Security
Type

Workflow

Message
Delivery

Custom
Trade Blotter
*

*

Managing fewer than 500 exceptions per day

*

Equity securities

*

*

Fixed income (debt) securities

*

*

Futures and Options

*

*

Block-level workflow

*

*

Allocation-confirmation workflow (ACWF)

*

*

Accepts and returns XML messages

N/A

Accepts and returns trade data files

N/A

Accepts and returns FIX messages

N/A

Accepts manual trade submissions

*
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Buy side—interface quick reference
Table A-2 Buy side—exception handling interface options (Continued)
Recommended Interfaces
Business Requirements
Settlement
Notification

Implementation

Connectivity

Reporting

Omgeo CTM Trade
Blotter

Custom
Trade Blotter

*

*

Automatically releases settlement instructions to custodians

*

*

Uses client-side API

Releases individual allocations as they match

N/A

N/A

Leverages certified vendor interfaces

N/A

*

Leverages existing client infrastructure

*

Uses leased-line connectivity, including DTCC Smartnet, TNS,
Verizon, or BT Radianz

*

N/A

Uses internet connectivity

*

N/A

Significant reporting capabilities

*

Limited reporting capabilities

*

Table A-3 describes the trade submission interfaces available to the buy side.
Table A-3 Buy side—trade submission interface options
Recommended Interfaces
Direct XML

Business Requirements

Trade
Volumes

QueryResponse

Processing more than 20,000 trades per month

*

Processing 5,000-20,000 trades per month

*

Batch

FIX
*
*

*

*

Processing 1,000-5,000 trades per month

*

*

*

*

Processing up to 1,000 trades per month

*

*

*

*

*

*

Managing fewer than 500 exceptions per day

Security
Type

Workflow

Message
Delivery

Trade
Blotter

*

Managing more than 500 exceptions per day

Exception
Processing

MTI

Client OMS

*

*

Customized trade blotter

*

*

*
*

*

Omgeo CTM trade blotter

*

*

*

*

Equity securities

*

*

*

*

*

Fixed income (debt) securities only

*

*

*

*

*

Futures and Options

*

*

Block-level workflow

*

*

*

*

*

Allocation-confirmation workflow (ACWF)

*

*

*

*

*

Accepts and returns XML messages

*

*

Accepts and returns trade data files

*

Accepts and returns FIX messages

*

Accepts manual trade submissions
Settlement
Notification

Implementation

*

Automatically releases settlement instructions to custodians

*

*

*

*

*

Releases individual allocations as they match

*

*

*

*

*

Uses client-side API

*

*

Leverages certified vendor interfaces

*

*

Leverages existing client infrastructure
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Table A-3 Buy side—trade submission interface options (Continued)
Recommended Interfaces
Business Requirements

Connectivity

Reporting

Direct XML
QueryResponse

Batch

*

*

Uses internet connectivity

*

*

Significant reporting capabilities

*

Uses leased-line connectivity, including DTCC Smartnet, TNS,
Verizon, or BT Radianz

Limited reporting capabilities

FIX

MTI

Trade
Blotter

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SelL side—interface quick reference
This section matches business requirements to Omgeo CTM interface options for sell side clients,
broker/dealers. Table A-4 describes the exception-handling interfaces available to the sell side.
Table A-4 Sell side—exception handling interface options
Recommended Interface
Business Requirements

Omgeo CTM
Trade Blotter

Processing more than 100,000 trades per month

*

Processing more than 50,000 trades per month

Trade
Volumes

Security
Type

Workflow

Message
Delivery

Custom
Trade Blotter
*

Processing more than 20,000 trades per month

*

*

Processing 5,000-20,000 trades per month

*

*

Processing 1,000-5,000 trades per month

*

Processing up to 1,000 trades per month

*

Managing more than 2000 exceptions per day

*

Managing more than 1000 exceptions per day

*

Managing more than 500 exceptions per day

*

Managing fewer than 500 exceptions per day

*

Equity securities

*

*

Fixed income (debt) securities

*

*

Futures and Options

*

*

Block-level workflow

*

*

Allocation-confirmation workflow (ACWF)

*

*

Accepts and returns XML messages

N/A

Accepts and returns CSV files

N/A

Accepts and returns FIX messages

N/A

Accepts manual trade submissions

*

Uses client-side API

N/A

Implementation Leverages certified vendor interfaces

N/A

Leverages existing client infrastructure
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Table A-4 Sell side—exception handling interface options (Continued)
Recommended Interface
Business Requirements

Connectivity

Reporting

Omgeo CTM
Trade Blotter

Custom
Trade Blotter

Uses leased-line connectivity, including DTCC Smartnet, TNS, Verizon, or BT
Radianz

*

N/A

Uses internet connectivity

*

N/A

Significant reporting capabilities

*

Limited reporting capabilities

*

Table A-5 describes the trade submission interfaces available to the sell side.
Table A-5 Sell side—trade submission interface options
Recommended Interface
Business Requirements

Trade
Volumes

Direct XML
FIX

QueryResponse

Event-Push

Processing more than 100,000 trades per month

*

*

Processing more than 50,000 trades per month

*

*

*

Processing more than 20,000 trades per month

*

*

*

Processing 5,000-20,000 trades per month

*

*

*

Processing 1,000-5,000 trades per month
Processing up to 1,000 trades per month

MTI

Omgeo
CTM
Trade
Blotter

*

*

*

*

*

*

Managing more than 2000 exceptions per day

*

Managing more than 1000 exceptions per day

*

*

*

Managing more than 500 exceptions per day

*

*

*

Trade Management System

*

*

*

Client-customized trade blotter

*

*

*
*

*

Equity securities

*

*

*

*

*

Fixed income (debt) securities

*

*

*

*

*

Futures and Options

*

*

Block-level workflow (BACW)

*

*

*

*

*

Allocation-confirmation workflow (ACWF)

*

*

*

*

*

Accepts and returns XML messages

*

*

Managing fewer than 500 exceptions per day
Exception
Processing

*

Omgeo CTM trade blotter
Security
Type

Workflow

Message
Delivery

*

Accepts and returns CSV files

*

Accepts and returns FIX messages

*

Accepts manual trade submissions
Implementation

*

Uses client-side API

*

*

Leverages certified vendor interfaces

*

*

Leverages existing client infrastructure
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Table A-5 Sell side—trade submission interface options (Continued)
Recommended Interface
Business Requirements

Connectivity

Reporting

Direct XML
QueryResponse

Event-Push

Uses leased-line connectivity, including DTCC Smartnet,
TNS, Verizon, or BT Radianz

*

*

Uses internet connectivity

*

Significant reporting capabilities

*

Limited reporting capabilities

*

FIX

MTI

Omgeo
CTM
Trade
Blotter

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Combining Omgeo CTM user interfaces
Table A-6 shows common Omgeo CTM interface combinations you can use to submit trades and
manage exceptions.
Table A-6 Combined Omgeo CTM interfaces
Submit and receive trades using... And supplement using...
MTI
Omgeo CTM trade blotter
FIX
One of the following:
• Customized trade blotter
Direct XML over MQ
Omgeo CTM trade blotter
Omgeo Partner interface

• Omgeo CTM trade blotter
XML query messages to supplement pushed event notifications
Manage exceptions exclusively, partially, or as a backup option
MTI can be used in addition to a Partner interface to pull down copies of completed trades
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B. THE DOCUMENTATION SET
OMGEO CTM

FOR

Introduction
This appendix describes and summarizes the documentation set for Omgeo CTM.
These documents are available from www.omgeo.com/documentation/ctm. Omgeo also offers
training to clients on how Omgeo CTM works and how to use it. Course information and a calendar
of offerings are available at www.omgeo.com/training.

Updated documents for each Omgeo CTM release
Table B-1 lists the documents typically updated for each release of Omgeo CTM.
Table B-1 Documents updated for each release of Omgeo CTM
Document

Description

Common Reference Data

Lists the controlled values for XML elements that you can send to and expect to receive from
Omgeo CTM.
Use this document along with the XML Message Specification for your asset class. The Error Code
Data Reference is also a companion document.

Data Dictionary

Defines all Omgeo CTM direct XML interface elements and MTI fields for broker/dealers.
Use this document with the XML Message Specification for your asset class and the Message
Translation Interface Specification: Broker/Dealers.

Product Release Information

Describes the new or changed features and functions of each Omgeo CTM product release. This
document includes known issues and workarounds.
Use this document to learn about recent changes that affect your Omgeo CTM system.

XML DTDs

Contains the XML Data Type Descriptors (DTDs) for each Omgeo CTM messages in Client Test and
Production.
Use these files as a reference for Omgeo CTM direct XML messages.

XML Message Specification: Debt/
Equity and Common Messages

Describes:
• Omgeo CTM messages, including structures and relationships.
• Trade status values, meanings, and use.
Use this document to examine Omgeo CTM messages and structures. The Common Reference
Data, Data Dictionary, and Error Code Data Reference are companion documents.

XML Message Specification:
Exchange Traded Derivatives
(ETDs)1

Describes:
• Omgeo CTM messages, including structures and relationships.
• Trade status values, meanings, and use.
It includes the common reference data and data dictionary. The Error Code Data Reference is a
companion document. Contact your Omgeo representative to obtain it.
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Table B-1 Documents updated for each release of Omgeo CTM (Continued)
Document

Description

XML Message Specification:
Repurchase Agreements (Repos)

Describes:
• Omgeo CTM messages, including structures and relationships.
• Trade status values, meanings, and use.
It includes the common reference data and data dictionary. The Error Code Data Reference is a
companion document.

1.

Requires omgeo.com account to access.

Best Practices
Table B-2 lists the Best Practices documents.
Table B-2 Best Practices documents
Document

Description

Automatic Confirmation Creation with Describes how Omgeo CTM can automatically create confirmations for broker/dealers based on
Proration: Best Practices
an investment manager's allocations.
Use this document to gain a basic understanding of the automatic confirmation creation process.
Equity Trade Commissions: Best
Practices

Describes trade commission processes when parties use a combination of Omgeo products.
Use this document to coordinate commissions with your counterparty for trades.

Fees and Taxes Best Practices

Describes market-specific fees and taxes.
Use this document to map market-specific fees and taxes to fields in Omgeo CTM.

Fixed Income: Best Practices

Describes best practices and examples for typical fixed income trades.
Use this document to trade fixed income products.

Data Reference
Table B-3 lists the Data Reference documentation. These documents are not tied to a specific release of
Omgeo CTM.
Table B-3 Data Reference documents
Document

Description

Common Reference Data

See Table B-1.

Data Dictionary

See Table B-1.

Error Code Data Reference

Lists client-facing synchronous and asynchronous error codes, and MQ-related errors.
Use this document as a reference for error codes.

Product Overview

Describes the features and functionality in Omgeo CTM.
Use this document to gain a broad understanding of Omgeo CTM functions, interfaces, and related
documents.
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Direct XML Interface (Event-Push, Batch, and Query-Reponse)

Direct XML Interface (Event-Push, Batch, and QueryReponse)
Table B-4 lists the documents for the clients who use the direct XML interface of Omgeo CTM.
Table B-4 Direct XML interface documents
Document

Description

XML DTDs
XML Message Specification: Debt/Equity and Common Messages

See Table B-1.

XML Message Specification: Repurchase Agreements (Repos)

FIX interface
Table B-5 lists the documents for the FIX interface of Omgeo CTM.
Table B-5 FIX interface documents
Document

Description

FIX 4.4 Interface Message Specification:
Broker/Dealers

Describes the FIX 4.4 interface and messages for broker/dealers using Omgeo CTM.
Use this document to learn how Omgeo CTM translates FIX 4.4 messages.

FIX 4.4 Interface Message Specification:
Investment Managers

Describes the FIX 4.4 interface and messages for investment managers using Omgeo CTM.
Use this document to learn how Omgeo CTM translates FIX 4.4 messages.

MTI
Omgeo CTM supports the MTI for debt, equity, futures, and options.

Debt and equity
Table B-6 outlines the documents that support MTI for the debt and equity asset classes.
Table B-6 MTI (debt/equity) documents
Trade Side

Document

Description

Message Translation Interface
.dat Files for Broker/Dealers

Contains the MTI_Transactions.dat and MTI_Records.dat files that
describe the transaction message and record message formats of import
and export transactions for broker/dealers using MTI.
Use these files as a reference to ensure that your internal system passes
MTI messages correctly.

Message Translation Interface
Specification: Broker/Dealers

Describes the Omgeo CTM message translation interface (MTI).
Use this document as a reference to build and troubleshoot your internal
order system to function optimally with MTI.

Message Translation Interface
Specification: Investment
Managers

Describes the Omgeo CTM message translation interface (MTI).
Use this document as a reference to build and troubleshoot your internal
order system to function optimally with MTI.

Conformance Guide for
Investment Managers

Describes the MTI conformance testing process.
Use this document to perform the conformance tests used to certify your
system.

Broker/dealer

Investment manager
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Futures and options (ETDs)
Table B-7 outlines the document that supports MTI for futures and options for investment managers
and executing/clearing brokers. Contact your Omgeo representative to obtain it.
Table B-7 MTI (ETDs) documents
Document

Description

Message Translation Interface
Specification: Exchange Traded
Derivatives

Describes the Omgeo CTM message translation interface (MTI).
Use this document as a reference to build and troubleshoot your internal order system to function
optimally with MTI.

Questions and Answers
Table B-8 lists the Questions and Answers documents.
Table B-8 Questions and Answers documents
Document

Description

Allocation-Confirmation Workflow: Questions
and Answers

Answers commonly-asked questions about the allocation-confirmation workflow
(ACWF) for Omgeo CTM.
Use this document to gain a basic understanding of the ACWF process.

L1 Pairing and L2 Matching: Questions and Answers

Answers common investment manager questions about Level 1 (L1) pairing and
Level 2 (L2) matching.
Use this document to understand L1 pairing and L2 matching processes at the
trade component level.

TBA (To Be Announced) Mortgage-Backed
Securities: Questions and Answers

Answers commonly-asked questions about TBA trades.
Use this document to trade TBAs in your Omgeo CTM implementation.

Settlement Notification and Other Notification
Services
Table B-9 lists the documentation in the Settlement Notification and Other Notification Services
category.
Table B-9 Omgeo Central Trade Manager—Settlement Notification and Other Notification Services documents
Document

Description

Notification Services Reference

Describes the following Omgeo CTM notification services:
• Trade notifications
• Central counterparty notifications, including the European Central Counterparty
(EuroCCP)
• Depository notifications, including the Canadian Depository for Securities
(CDSX)
• Copy for Information (CFI) notifications
Use this document to understand these notifications.

Settlement Services Reference: SWIFT MT541/543 Describes SWIFT MT541/543 and CSV-equivalent message layouts.
and CSV Mapping
Use this document to use available Omgeo CTM settlement services for the direct
XML interface.
Trade Blotter Reference: Settlement Notification

Describes settlement notification functions for Match Agreed and Pre-MAGR trades.
Use this manual to manage settlement notifications in the trade blotter at pre-MAGR
and MAGR status.
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System Requirements and Technical Setup

System Requirements and Technical Setup
Table B-10 lists the documentation in the System Requirements and Technical Setup category.
Table B-10 System Requirements and Technical Setup documents
Document

Description

.NET Framework Connectivity Guide

Describes the application programming interface for the .NET framework.
Use this document to implement a connectivity application using the .NET
framework.

DCIGate for .NET User Guide

Describes the DCIGate interface message exchange with Omgeo CTM.
Use this document to implement and maintain the DCIGate interface in the .NET
environment.

Direct Client Interface Programmer’s Guide

Describes the Java application programming interface (API).
Use this document to code your internal application that connects to Omgeo CTM.

FIX Interface Outsourcer: Overview and FAQs

Describes an outsourcer connection to the FIX interface.
Use this document to set up an outsourcer connection for your FIX interface
implementation.

Installing and Configuring Two Java Runtime
Environments

Describes how to install and configure two JREs for trade blotter clients.
Use this document to run the JRE supported by the trade blotter, along with a
different JRE to support other applications.

Message Queue Administrator's Guide:
Broker/Dealers (Event-Push)

Describes MQ configuration and code samples.
Use this document to build an MQ transport interface to implement event-push
notification features.

Message Queue Programmer's Guide:
Broker/Dealers (Event-Push)

Describes MQ message types and requirements for direct broker/dealers.
Use this document to configure and to submit XML messages over an MQ transport
interface.

MTI Batch Scheduler: Broker/Dealers

Describes the Client Side Software Scheduler (CSSS or scheduler).
Use this document to install and configure the batch scheduler to import and export
trade information.

MTI Batch Scheduler: Investment Managers

Describes the Client Side Software Scheduler (CSSS or scheduler).
Use this document to install and configure the batch scheduler to import and export
trade information.

Report Writer Installation and User Guide

Describes the installation and functions of the report writer for Omgeo CTM.
Use this document as a reference to install and use the report writer.

System Requirements

Describes the certified software and hardware for Omgeo CTM.

XML Batch Scheduler: Investment Managers

Describes the batch scheduler implementation and configuration.
Use this document to install and configure the batch scheduler, and to import and
export trades.

Trade Blotter (web interface)
Table B-11 lists the documents for the clients who use the trade blotter for trade submission or
exception handling.
Table B-11 Trade Blotter documents
Document

Description

Trade Blotter Reference: Broker/Dealers

Describes the trade blotter screens, fields, and functions for broker/dealers and
investment managers.
Use this document as a reference to view, create, and manage trades in the trade
blotter.

Trade Blotter Reference: Investment
Managers
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GLOSSARY
This glossary defines terms specific to this document and many of the terms used in Omgeo CTM.

A
account instructions

The information about a specific institution’s account (account name,
nominee, contact name, and so on) that is necessary for settling a trade.

account type

A unique identifier for an investment account or fund. Types include
broker internal account (BIA), Omgeo ALERT access code, and
proprietary ID.

aggregated omni
allocations

These are allocations (TradeDetails) submitted to Omgeo CTM that
require aggregation by Omgeo CTM on behalf of the investment
manager. The investment manager is referred to as an aggregator.

ALERT, Omgeo

Omgeo’s global database of settlement and account instructions,
which provides a standard for the communication of settlement and
account information. Omgeo ALERT links investment managers
with custodian banks and broker/dealers worldwide to reduce the risk
of trade failure due to incomplete or inaccurate settlement
information.

allocation

An allocation consists of a single block of shares (debt and equity) or
order for contracts (ETDs), which are distributed across a group of
instruments. In Omgeo CTM, an allocation is also called a
TradeDetail.

B
business identifier
code (BIC)

A unique identifier code assigned by SWIFT to financial institutions,
including trading organizations. When a BIC identifies branches of
institutions, it is known as a branch code.

BIA

Refer to broker internal account (BIA).

BIC

Refer to business identifier code (BIC).
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block

In Omgeo CTM, a block is also called a TradeLevel. A block
represents a trade or order containing many allocations, typically
10,000 or greater.

branch code

Refer to business identifier code (BIC).

broker matching
group

A logical grouping of executing brokers. For example, if an investment
manager specifies a broker matching group named ABC Broker that
includes the following four members:
•
•
•
•

ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC

Broker—France
Broker—Spain
Broker—Japan
Broker—Thailand

Given this definition, it is sufficient for an instructing party to specify
only the name ABC Broker as the executing party in a trade. The trade
L1 pairs if the appropriate broker-supplied value exists in the
investment manager’s broker matching group and other L1 data pair.
broker/dealer

A firm or agent that performs functions of securities dealer and broker:
•
•
•

Acts as an intermediary
Buys and sells on behalf of customers
Acts as a principal to buy and sell securities for its own account.

Broker/dealers usually receive a commission.
broker internal account
(BIA)

A broker/dealer’s own account that identifies and sets settlement
instructions for a specific client. The acronym BIA refers to either a
broker/dealer internal account or to a custodian internal account,
depending on the context.

broker/dealer settlement
instructions

The broker/dealer’s generic information that details how and where
to send securities or cash to settle a trade.

business exception

An error code assigned to a trade component or trade side. The code
is assigned when the component or side has been in a status for a
predetermined length of time. The purpose of an exception is to
identify actively those trade components or trade sides with potential
problems.

C
Central Securities
Depository (CSD)

A facility for holding immobilized or dematerialized securities. You
can use book entry transfer of securities to process these securities. In
addition to safekeeping, a CSD can also clear and settle securities
transactions.
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Central Trade Manager,
Omgeo (Omgeo CTM)

Omgeo Central Trade Manager (Omgeo CTM) is Omgeo’s strategic
platform for the central matching of transactions. Transactions can be
cross-border and non-U.S. domestic fixed income, equity, and
exchange traded derivatives. Omgeo CTM provides centralized
matching between counterparties in a highly secure environment with
integrated, real-time settlement instruction enrichment and settlement
notification messaging. Omgeo CTM allows each party to specify and
match fields in trade components as they become available.

clearing agent

An agent who acts for the investment manager’s executing agent to
clear the trade.

clearing bank

Any bank that settles corporate, agency, or federal securities on behalf
of its customers.

clearing broker/dealer

A broker/dealer who acts for an executing broker/dealer to clear a
trade.

clearing system

A transaction or depository system for efficient physical delivery of the
underlying against cash.

client

An organization such as an institution or broker/dealer that has a
subscription to Omgeo provided services.

Common Reference Data
(CRD)

Tables of XML data elements and their allowed values that are used
across multiple Omgeo CTM messages and interfaces.

common view

The common view reflects the final, matched values of a MATCH
AGREED trade. For more information, see the “Rules for
TradeLevel and TradeDetail common views” section of the XML
Message Specification: Debt/Equity and Common Messages.

COMPLETE

A Complete status that indicates a trade side is fully allocated.
Otherwise, the status is NOT COMPLETE.

component

Refer to trade component.

Connect, Omgeo

Omgeo Connect provides a single point of access for investment
managers to interact with Omgeo services and other post-trade
solutions. A single point of access enables the trade and settlement
management of multiple asset classes via an ASP environment.

contract

In Omgeo CTM, a contract is also called a TradeDetail from the
perspective of a broker/dealer trading debt or equity instruments. In
the trade blotter, the equivalent label is Confirmation.

contracted trade

A MATCH AGREED trade side that is ready for settlement and acts
as a binding contract.
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counterparty

A trading partner. The orderer’s counterparty is the executor and the
executor’s counterparty is the orderer.

cross-border trading

Cross-border trading involves trades between different countries.
Omgeo CTM conducts cross-border trading and non-US domestic
trade flows.

custodian

An agent, bank, trust company, or other organization that holds and
safeguards assets for an organization or individual.

D
dependent allocations

These are underlying allocations (TradeDetails) aggregated within an
omni allocation, all of which are specific to block settlement market
transactions. Omgeo CTM does not match on each dependent
allocation in an omni TradeDetail; instead, Omgeo CTM matches on
the omni TradeDetail as a whole.

Direct Connect Interface
(DCI)

A transport mechanism that offers a host-to-host connection option
for some of Omgeo’s services. Using DCI allows the automation of
the connection between an Omgeo client’s internal systems and
Omgeo CTM.

direct XML interface

Through this interface, clients perform reliable, high volume, realtime XML messaging directly with the Omgeo CTM host. This hostto-host connection ensures timely and reliable delivery of trade
information, even during peak periods. An added benefit is the option
to include MQ transport to enable event-push messaging.

document type definition
(DTD)

A formal description in XML syntax of a particular type of document
or information object. The DTD specifies:
•
•
•

The tags that can occur
The order in which the tags occur
How number of times a tag repeats

The function of a DTD is similar to that of a database schema or
document template. Omgeo provides DTDs for all XML-based
messages used by Omgeo CTM.

E
enrichment

The addition of settlement instruction data to a trade component.

exception

Refer to business exception.
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executor

The trading partner, typically a broker/dealer, who executes trades
and submits trade side information into Omgeo CTM.

F
FIX interface

Enables investment managers who use the Financial Information
eXchange protocol (FIX) to leverage their existing front-office
infrastructure to send allocations to Omgeo CTM. Omgeo CTM
enhances the FIX allocation process with additional capabilities, such
as security cross-referencing and matching.

force match

This Omgeo CTM feature enables investment managers to force the
following to match:
•
•

The selected trade components on their side of a trade
The corresponding components on a counterparty’s trade side

Investment managers can force-match the following trade
components: TradeLevel, one or more TradeDetails, or an entire side
of the trade. See also force pair.
force pair

This Omgeo CTM feature enables investment managers to force the
following to pair:
•
•

The selected TradeLevel on their side of a trade or a
counterparty’s side
The corresponding TradeLevel on the opposite side of the trade.

H
hedge fund manager

A person or firm who manages the investments of a high net worth
individual or an institutional investor. An institutional investor is also
referred to as an instructing party or buy side of a trade.

I
independent allocations

These are allocations (TradeDetails) that are not aggregated or linked
to an omni block or any other allocations in a block.

investment manager

A person or firm who manages the investments of an institutional
investor (also referred to as an instructing party or buy side of a trade).

ISITC

The International Securities Association for Institutional Trade
Communication.
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ISO 15022

An ISO standard for providing the different user communities with
the tools to design message types that support their specific
information flows. These tools consist of:
•
•
•

Syntax and message design rules
A dictionary of data fields
A catalog for present and future messages built by the industry
with these yields and rules.

ISO 15022 replaces ISO 7775 and ISO 11521, the previous standards
for electronic messages exchanged between securities industry
players. It is upwardly compatible with these previous standards.
ITPC

The Institutional Transaction Processing Committee of the Securities
Industries Association (SIA).

L
L1 pairing

The act of identifying and linking a trade side to a counterparty’s
submitted trade side. L1 pairing, which uses criteria set by Omgeo,
must be completed before any L2 matching. All L1 pairing uses exact
match criteria, except for trade date.

L2 matching

The act of comparing client-specified fields and tolerances to a
counterparty’s corresponding fields. The outcome of L2 matching
determines the Match status of a trade component or trade side. L2
matching is short for Level 2 matching. L2 matching is called matching
while the term pairing refers to L1 pairing.

M
MATCH AGREED

A Match Agreed status that indicates:
•
•

MATCHED

Both trade sides have a Complete status of COMPLETE
All of the components that were not deleted or canceled have a
Match status of MATCHED.

A Match status that indicates:
•
•

A trade has located a corresponding counterparty trade by
matching L1 values
A trade has then matched on all L2 pairing values.
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matching

Matching is the comparison of an investment manager’s and broker/
dealer’s submitted trade components by Omgeo CTM matching
system. Matching is done in two steps: Level 1 and Level 2. In Level
1, Omgeo CTM pairs the counterparty’s trade components by exact
match of certain key fields. In Level 2, other important field values are
compared using tolerances specified by the investment manager’s
matching profile. Once the trade components are matched, the trade
becomes ready for settlement.

matching profile

A profile created by selecting from a set of eligible fields that are
available for L2 matching. The matching profile also specifies the
tolerances to use when matching on these fields. See also L2 matching.

MISMATCHED

Describes a pair of trade components from two counterparties that
have the same values for L1 elements, but differ on some L2 matching
elements.

N
NOE

Refer to Notice of Execution (NOE).

non-sequential
trade flow

A central trade process where:

NOT COMPLETE

A status that indicates either of the following:

•
•

•
•

Either party can submit trade components first.
Parties do not have to submit trade blocks before allocations.

The sum of the TradeDetail quantities does not equal the
TradeLevel quantity.
The TradeLevel is expected but has not been received.

Notice of Execution
(NOE)

An exchange sends this statement. The statement notifies a broker/
dealer, and thereafter an investment manager, of the partial or
complete fill of an order.

NOT MATCH
AGREED

A status that indicates the trade sides are NOT COMPLETE or some
of the trade components have not been MATCHED.

O
Omgeo CTM-generated
TradeLevel

Omgeo CTM creates a block or order (TradeLevel) for a trade side if
the party submits a TradeDetail message without submitting a
TradeLevel message. This feature is available only in some workflows.
Parties indicate they do not submit TradeLevels with the
TradeLevelExpected field. If the party submits additional
TradeDetails, the information in the Omgeo CTM-generated
TradeLevel is updated.
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omni allocation

A type of allocation derived by aggregating the allocations
(TradeDetails) in a block that settle:
•
•
•

At the same location
In the same omnibus account
At a single custodian.

It is also called an omni TradeDetail.
omnibus account

An account in which multiple individual accounts with the same
custodian are combined for settlement purposes. An early step in the
Omgeo CTM validation process includes a cross-reference check
between individual custodial accounts and corresponding omnibus
accounts in ALERT.

omnibus settlement block

One or more groups of dependent allocations.

on-behalf-of
authorization

An authorization that enables users from one organization to perform
work on behalf of another organization or on behalf of another unit
within an organization. Omgeo CTM product administrators create
on-behalf-of authorizations.

orderer

The trading partner who places an order with an executor and submits
trade side information into Omgeo CTM. The trading partner is
typically a hedge fund manager or investment manager. The orderer is
also known as the instructing party.

organization ID

In Omgeo CTM, an identifier that denotes an organization.
Organization IDs are used on incoming trade components to identify
organizational ownership or responsibilities for data. A type code (such
as a BIC) and a value together represent an organization ID.

P
pairing

Refer to L1 pairing.

Q
Quality Data Initiative
(QDI)

QDI consists of a consultative, phased effort between Omgeo and its
clients to standardize all existing data to current market rules and best
practices.
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S
same-day affirmation
(SDA)

SDA is the outcome of capturing and agreeing on details of a trade
between buyer and seller:
•
•

As soon as possible after trading
Independently of the settlement process

Securities Industry
Association (SIA)

The principal trade association and lobbying group.

security ID

A set of alpha and/or numeric characters used to identify a financial
instrument uniquely.

Securities Market Practice
Group (SMPG)

SMPG is an international initiative aimed at improving current
securities industry practices.

settlement notification

An optional service offered as part of Omgeo CTM. This service
allows orderers and executors to generate SWIFT MT541, MT543,
and CSV messages to interested parties for MAGR or pre-MAGR
trades.

SIA

Refer to Securities Industry Association (SIA).

SSI

Refer to standing settlement instruction.

standing settlement
instructions (SSI)

A trading party’s specific information that the counterparty requires to
settle a transaction. Settlement instructions normally include a place of
settlement and an account number.

status

Refer to trade status.

submitted omni
allocations

These are allocations that the investment manager aggregates before
submission to Omgeo CTM and are not subject to matching, nor
exposed to the broker/dealer. They are referred to as omni TradeDetails
and the investment manager is referred to as a submitter.

SWIFT

SWIFT is an acronym for Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication. SWIFT is an industry-owned cooperative that
supplies secure messaging services and interface software to over 7,000
financial institutions in 197 countries. The messaging services help to
reduce costs, improve automation, and manage risk. SWIFT users are
custodians, broker/dealers, investment managers, and market
infrastructures in payments, treasury, derivatives, securities, and trade
services.
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T
third party

An independent user of Omgeo CTM. Examples include a regional
office, global custodian, subcustodian, bank, clearing agent, central
securities depository, broker/dealer, co-investment manager, trustee,
auditor, lawyer, and consultant. This term is used in the context of
sending trade information to interested parties.

Third Party Notification
subscription

The third party notification feature allows investment managers to
release multiple SWIFT or CSV messages to third parties: banks, fund
administrators, valuation agents, clearing agents, or any other parties
with a vested interest in a trade.

tolerance

Tolerances are specified in an L2 Matching Profile. Tolerances
indicate how close Omgeo CTM requires counterparties’ L2
Matching field values to be to match. A tolerance can be exact, a
variation by percentage, a variation by percentage with a maximum
absolute value, or a range between absolute amounts.

trade

Two sides that have been matched together in Omgeo CTM.

trade component

A part of a trade side, either a TradeDetail or a TradeLevel.

TradeDetail

The message used by an investment manager to allocate parts of a
block trade to individual accounts or funds they manage. The broker/
dealer uses the TradeDetail message to confirm the allocation. The
TradeDetail message creates an allocation data record on the Omgeo
CTM host.

TradeDetailDerivative

Same as TradeDetail (allocation or confirmation), except this message
is used only for trading futures and options in the ETD asset class.

TradeLevel

The message used by an investment manager to order a block trade, or
by a broker/dealer to confirm the block trade. The TradeLevel
message creates a TradeLevel data record on the Omgeo CTM host.

TradeLevelDerivative

Same as TradeLevel (block), except this message represents an order
and is only used for trading futures and options in the ETD asset class.

trade side

All of the trade components that comprise an orderer’s or executor’s
trade. A trade side consists of one or more TradeDetails and a
TradeLevel. The TradeLevel can be either a true TradeLevel supplied
by the trade’s owner, or an Omgeo CTM-generated TradeLevel.

trade status

The state of a trade component or trade side relative to the
counterparty in the context of matching.
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